4 Credit Conversion Committee
a Sub-Committee of the Curriculum/Gen Ed Committee

Minutes
December 7, 2005 2:00 pm
Start Time 2:10pm

In Attendance:
Patrick Walters-English
Ron Ross- English
Kathy O’Shaughnessy- English
Michael McDowell- English
Joe Wright- Committee Member
Susan Wilson-Committee Member
Dan Findley- Committee Member
Kendra Cawley- Committee Chair
Doris Werkman- Committee Member
Fred Miller-Psychology
Stacey Timmins-Curriculum Specialist

Old Business:
None

New Business:

*English*

ENG 201, 202, 203-Shakespeare- Sequence Decrease Conversion
Recommend
ENG 195, 196, 197- Film Studies: Film as Art; Directors & Contemporary Themes and Genres- Sequence Increase
Recommend; A list sequence defined as any two of the three
ENG 104, 105, 106- Introduction to Fiction, Drama, and Poetry- Sequence Increase
Recommend; A list sequence defined as any two of the three
ENG 275- The Bible as Literature- Non Sequence Conversion
Recommend

*Writing*

WR 246- Advanced Creative Writing—Editing and Publishing- Non Sequence Conversion
Recommend
WR 121, 122, 123- English Composition- Sequence Decrease Conversion
Recommend
WR 115- Introduction to Expository Writing- Non Sequence Conversion
Recommend
WR 243, WR 247- Creative Writing-Scriptwriting and Advanced Scriptwriting- Sequence Increase Conversion
Recommend
WR 240- Creative Writing Nonfiction- Non Sequence Conversion
Recommend
Psychology

PSY 213- Brain, Mind, and Behavior- Non Sequence Conversion
Recommend pending review of CCOG by Wed. December 14, 2005

Meeting Adjourned 3:15 pm